Lees-Edwards boundary conditions (LEbc) for Molecular Dynamics simulations [1] are an extension of the well known periodic boundary conditions and allow the simulation of bulk systems in a simple shear flow. We show how the idea of LEbc can be implemented in lattice Boltzmann simulations and how LEbc can be used to overcome the problem of a maximum shear rate that is limited to less then 1/Ly (with Ly the transverse system size) in traditional lattice Boltzmann implementations of shear flow. The only previous Lattice Boltzmann implementation of LEbc [2] requires a specific fourth order equilibrium distribution. In this paper we show how LEbc can be implemented with the usual quadratic equilibrium distributions.
Introduction
In 1972 Lees and Edwards published a seminal paper [1] describing an extension of the periodic boundary conditions for Molecular Dynamics that allows the simulation of a bulk system in a simple shear flow. The uniform shear flow steady state reached is computationally convenient because it reduces finite size effects. If moving solid walls are instead introduced to produce a shear flow, the spatial inhomogeneities induced close to the wall limit the spatial region within the simulated system that can be used to study the bulk behavior of a system under shear. LEbc ensure that the system is spatially homogeneous, so that bulk-like behavior is recovered on smaller simulated systems. For lattice Boltzmann methods there is the additional problem that the maximum shear rate is limited by the existence of a maximum shear rate of order 1/L y with L y the transverse system size. This is required to ensure that all fluid velocities remain small compared to unity in lattice units [3] .
The original LEbc were implemented for a system of particles, with positions (r x , r y , r z ) and velocities (v x , v y , v z ) within a box of dimension (L x , L y , L z ). Lees and Edwards showed that by implementing a new kind of boundary condition in a MD simulation a state with a uniform shear velocity profile u =γye x (where e x is the unity vector in x-direction) could be achieved. The method consists of a simple recipe that imposes periodic boundary conditions on particles leaving the simulation box in the directions perpendicular to the velocity gradient e y . Particles leaving the box in the e y direction (r y > L y ) will be reinserted with their x-velocity increased by the shear velocity ∆u =γL y e x added at a position given by their periodic image displaced by the time-dependent offset d x = t∆u x , t being the time elapsed from an appropriate origin of times. If the particles leave the box in the −e y direction (r y < 0) they reappear at the position of their periodic image displaced by −d x and have the shear velocity ∆u subtracted from their x-velocity.
We can describe the boundary conditions by providing the new positions r ′ and velocities v ′ of the particles after the particles have been moved by the dynamics of the algorithm
This is the best known way of implementing boundary conditions that allow the simulation of a bulk material under shear.
This method works well for all particle-based simulation methods. The aim of this paper is to adapt this method for lattice Boltzmann models, where the fundamental quantity is a distribution function, rather than a set of particles, which is defined on a unit lattice. In this case, the generalization of LEbc is not straightforward since the displacement d x will in general not correspond to a full integer multiple of the lattice-spacing and it is not clear how to implement the required velocity shift in a method with a fixed set of velocities. In an earlier paper [2] one of the authors introduced an interpolation method to deal with the first problem and a partial Galilean transformation which was used to add momentum. This approach required the use of an extended equilibrium distri-bution function. Hence, it was not applicable to standard lattice-Boltzmann models.
In this paper we develop an alternative approach to impose Lees-Edwards boundary conditions in standard lattice-Boltzmann models. It is based on applying a Galilean-transformation and imposing the appropriate change of momentum across the moving plane. Additionally, we must displace the densities appropriately with an interpolation scheme. The derived method of Galilean transformations is quite general and we we can re-derive the correct boundary conditions for a moving solid wall in contact with the fluid which were originally introduced by A. Ladd [4] .
After describing the lattice-Boltzmann model, we will discuss in detail the implementation of Lees-Edwards boundary conditions, and we will subsequently validate the method by examining implementations for binary fluid mixtures in two dimensions.
Lattice Boltzmann model
The lattice Boltzmann method can be viewed as a simple discretization of the Boltzmann equation where space is represented by a lattice and the one-particle distribution functions (which we will refer to as 'densities') f i (x, t) exist at each node x of the underlying lattice, for only a small number of velocities, {v i }, that (with unit time step) usually connect a small subset of lattice points. These densities evolve following a discrete-time dynamics. In each iteration, the densities are moved along their corresponding velocity vectors during the streaming step to the appropriate neighboring site, while in the subsequent collision step the set of densities at a given node are relaxed toward equilibrium. This relaxation step is performed ensuring mass and momentum conservation at each node. The energy is usually not conserved (although energy conserving schemes also exist [5] ) but it is possible to introduce a nominal temperature, that can be viewed as the effect of an underlying thermostat. This temperature is introduced as a parameter of the equilibrium distribution function (see below). The evolution of the densities in each time step can be written as
where τ is a relaxation parameter, which in the hydrodynamic limit of this equation is related to the viscosity of the fluid. Eq.(3) can be viewed as the discretized version of BGK approximation of the Boltzmann equation. The linearized collision operator can be generalized to allow for several relaxation parameters (and hence the existence of different viscosities for the fluid) [4] . In numerical applications the above evolution equation is usually split into two subroutines, a collision and a streaming step. The collision step is local
and the streaming step moves densities along their associated velocity vectors
In the above equations, f 0 i is the equilibrium distribution function that determines the thermodynamics of the fluid, while ρ and ρu are the local mass and momentum densities. These are the macroscopic quantities of interest, and can be obtained from the densities f i as appropriate moments
The choice of the equilibrium densities is one of the key ingredients of the model. They are chosen to recover the equilibrium density and momentum
and the appropriate pressure tensor in equilibrium
where P is the sum of the thermodynamic pressure tensor P and an additional term that is required for Galilean invariance of the system [6] :
Using the thermodynamic pressure tensor P is one of the standard ways to impose the desired thermodynamic behavior of the lattice-Boltzmann fluid [7] . In the simplest case, the pressure tensor for the ideal gas is P αβ = ρ 1 3 δ αβ . We need an additional constraint for the third moment
to ensure that the anisotropy of the underlying lattice does not affect the effective behavior of the model in the hydrodynamic limit. It is possible to fulfill these constraints by introducing equilibrium densities that depend quadratically on the lattice velocities, {v i }. Depending on the geometry of the lattice, there is still some freedom in the choice of the equilibrium densities.
A Taylor expansion to second order in the derivatives [3] of the zeroth and first moments in v of the lattice Boltzmann equation (3) gives the macroscopic equations which express mass and momentum conservation. From (3) we have
and we can approximate
The zeroth velocity moment of (3) up to O(∂ 2 ) gives the continuity equation
and the first velocity moment gives the Navier Stokes equations (with
where the viscosity is ν = (τ −0.5)/3 and D is the number of spatial dimensions.
In order to simulate a mixture of two components A and B we follow Orlandini [7] and define a second lattice Boltzmann equation
where the density difference (concentration) φ = ρ A − ρ B is defined as
and is the only additional variable conserved in the dynamics. The total density is now ρ = ρ A + ρ B and the concentration couples back into the momentum equation, eq.(14), via the pressure tensor P αβ which is now a function of both ρ and φ. The relaxation step for the dynamics of g i is dependent on τ φ which is related to the concentration diffusivity in the hydrodynamic limit. The equilibrium densities g i are determined, again by imposing that the local equilibrium concentration is recovered (from eq. (16)). The additional constraints on the g
Analogously to the pressure tensor, M is given by a correction term for Galilean invariance [8] and the chemical potential µ:
The desired thermodynamics of the fluid is determined by µ which must be consistent with the chosen P αβ . These two quantities are normally derived from a given free energy [3, 7] . In this way one ensures their consistency, and can fix beforehand the appropriate thermodynamic behavior of the binary fluid model. It is enough to consider equilibrium densities g i that depend quadratically on the velocities to impose the previous requirements.
Again, we recover the hydrodynamic limit of eq.(15) performing a Taylor expansion of to second order in spatial gradients. In this case we get a convectiondiffusion equation for the concentration
This model has been used extensively for the simulation of two-phase flows [2, 3, 6, 7, 9] .The following derivation of the LEbc presented in the next section is, however, even more general and can be applied to most lattice Boltzmann methods.
Lees Edwards' boundary conditions
The implementation of Lees Edwards boundary conditions for lattice Boltzmann will follow the same steps as in its original implementation: we will apply periodic boundary conditions to the distribution function in the two directions perpendicular to the velocity gradient; and in the third, we will assume that the periodic system is moving as a whole with a velocity ∆u with respect to the lattice. In a second step, we will have to displace the densities f i (and g i for the binary model), taking into account that we will have to interpolate the densities from the off-lattice positions to which they stream, onto the regular lattice. So this boundary condition will be applied after the collision and before the streaming of the densities. Let us first focus on the velocity transformation. Since we are dealing now with a distribution function, the way to implement the velocity jump when crossing the system boundary in the velocity gradient direction will be to perform a Galilean transformation, i.e. if the distribution function in the system has momentum ρu, its image node will have momentum ρ(u + ∆u) if we move in the direction of the gradient, and ρ(u − ∆u) when we leave the system in the direction opposite to the velocity gradient. In this way, we will generate a linear velocity profile with shear rateγ∆u/L y . In order to get the momentum transfer, we need to calculate the difference between a density f i at the system velocity and the one after the Galilean transformation has been applied. All the macroscopic variables and their derivatives will be the same, since the image system is moving as a block at constant velocity. So, using eq. (12), where we retain only the u-dependence of the f 's, we obtain
where ∆f i is the change in the density moving in the i direction due to the Galilean transformation. Note that the transformation will only be applied to the densities crossing the LE boundary but not to the rest of the densities at the same node.
The terms linear in τ are of order O(∂) and their zeroth and first moments are O(∂ 3 ). These terms are therefore small and enters only into the pressure moments. Therefore we can neglect them. We obtain for the boundary condition
where f ′ i means the density after the application of the boundary condition. We now need to specify the equilibrium distribution. We will assume the usual quadratic distribution function which can fulfill the conditions (7) and (8):
where Π αβ = P 0 αβ + ρu α u β and we obtain
If we have a binary mixture, the same transformation will apply to the densities g i related to the concentration. The equilibrium distribution g 0 i can be written in the same form as eq. (22) if we replace ρ by φ and P αβ by Γµδ αβ . In the previous expression Γ is a factor which, together with the relaxation parameter τ φ , will determine the diffusivity of the concentration; δ αβ is the Kronecker delta function.
Now that we have defined a suitable Galilean transform, we have to split the densities into an untransformed part and a transformed part that will stream over the boundary, i.e. the densities at the top and bottom boundaries with associated velocities v iy > 0 and v iy < 0 respectively if we take e y as the direction of the shear gradient. It is important to ensure that the two subsets of velocities conserve the node density after the Galilean transformation has been applied. This requires
where viy >(<)0 is performed over the velocity directions with a positive (negative) component crossing the shear boundary. Eq.(24) is fulfilled if we require that the velocity subset that characterizes the lattice Boltzmann model involves only velocities that do not span beyond the closest site layer, i.e. the factor (v 2 iy + v iy )/2 is 1 for velocities with v y > 0 and 0 otherwise. This is the case for most standard velocity sets and for the velocity set we will consider here (see eq.(29)) in particular. To derive this result we have also used that the velocity-shift is parallel to the boundary, i.e. ∆u y = 0.
It is worth remembering that the total momentum in the direction of the velocity gradient in the system must be zero; otherwise there will be a net mass transfer across the LE boundaries which would result in an increase (or decrease) of momentum in the direction of the velocity gradient. The mean velocity will then steadily increase until it exceeds the maxium velocity and the simulation becomes numerically unstable. This is a general requirement of any Lees-Edwards boundary condition, because the presence of LE boundaries breaks the momentum conservation unless the mass transfer is exactly balanced in both directions.
The idea of the Galilean transformation that we have derived also has more general applications and can be used to derive the boundary conditions for a solid moving wall. At a solid wall, the velocity of the fluid must be that of the wall. This no-slip boundary condition for a stationary wall is implemented through the 'bounce-back' method [10] . In it, one replaces the streaming step of eqn. (5) for the densities that would have been streamed through the wall with
where v −i = −v i . To generalize this bounce back mechanism for a moving wall we first perform a Galilean transformation of the densities into a reference frame in which the wall is at rest. We then perform the bounce back and then transform the densities back with an inverse Galilean transformation. We then obtain for the bounce back off a wall moving with velocity U
which is a result first derived with a different method by Ladd [4, eq.(3. 3)]. For this particular case, the change in the distribution function is linear in the velocity jump, rather than quadratic, as in the general case (cf. eq.23) 1 . To complete the implementation of Lees-Edwards boundary conditions we also need to move the densities by the displacement of the image system, d x = t∆u x , which is not going to be an integer in general. We must then split the displacement in an integer part d We then shift the densities that will stream over the boundary with v iy > 0 and 1 According to the discussion of the previous paragraph, the density at both sides of the boundary is not modified by the bounce in the case of a moving parallel solid wall that slides along one of the boundaries of the system. For more general situations, this is not the case. For example, in the case of a moving rigid object embedded in the fluid, its velocity is not parallel to the boundary. In this case, the density inside the rigid object will be modified as a function of time. However, the presence of a rigid interface separating the inner from the outer motion of the fluid makes it possible to correct for these deviations [11] . Table 1 : The coefficients for the D2Q9 model. There are two free parameters that we set to k = l = 1 for convenience.
where x ± are the positions of the lattice points directly below or above the LE boundary and this shift and interpolation is applied to densities f i with v iy = ±1. That is, we have performed a linear partitioning of the moving density between the two corresponding nearest nodes. If necessary, it might be possible to improve upon this linear interpolation. This simple choice, however, already gives very accurate results.
Lees Edwards boundary conditions for lattice Boltzmann were first derived by Wagner & Yeomans [2] whose approach also required
but the authors also insisted on a heuristic transformation rule where the amount of velocity added to the densities that stream over the boundary should correspond to ∆u. In particular they first calculated a separate x-velocity for the particles that crossed the LEbc and then they required that this x-velocity should be independent of the y-velocity in equilibrium. In order to fulfill this additional requirement they needed a more complicated equilibrium distribution (a polynomial fourth order in u). While this additional requirement is perfectly sensible in the limit of the continuous Boltzmann equation our results show that it is not always helpful to consider the densities to be those of real particles and that it is perfectly feasible to have a Lees Edwards boundary condition for a lattice Boltzmann method with a traditional quadratic equilibrium distribution.
Numerical Implementation
We implemented a lattice with dimensions L x , L y and the boundaries of the simulation lattice have periodic boundary conditions. We implemented a D2Q9 model, a two dimensional model with velocities
and with the coefficients given by Table 1 .
Multiple LE planes
One of the limitations of Lattice-Boltzmann models to study fluids under shear arises because the maximum velocity cannot be larger than one lattice spacing per time step (and in practice must be < ∼ 0.1). This gives an upper bound of order 1/L y for the shear rates that can be reached with the method described so far (one cannot simply increase the lattice size while keeping the shear rate constant). This suggests that large systems with Lees-Edwards boundary conditions should be restricted to small shear-rates. We can now overcome this limitation using the present method by introducing a larger number of LeesEdwards shear planes as one increases the L y dimension of the simulation. We will still require, of course, that the velocity in each of the sub-lattices separated by the LEbc are no larger than about 0.1.
We will allow for N LE Lees-Edwards shear planes at almost equidistant positions
where [x] I is the largest integer smaller than x. The system is then effectively cut into N LE − 1 sub-lattices that will move relative to each other with the associated jump-velocities U k . The average shear rate for the system is thereforė
and the stationary solution due to this set of LE shear planes is a linear shear profile of the form
where y k 0 is the position of zero velocity for each sub-lattice. At this point it may appear that the introduction of the shear-planes does introduce a local velocity profile and biases the flow but, in the absence of errors, the only the global shear rateγ, defined in eq.(31) matters to the flow. This is easily seen if one considers a Molecular Dynamics simulation where the introduction of several shear planes is equivalent to describing the different sublattices in different frames of references, with no effect on the real dynamics. Because of this there is, of course, no merit in introducing more than one LEplane (which establishesγ) in MD simulations. The only limit for the use of many LE-planes in lattice Boltzmann lies in the errors induced by the additional internal boundary condition and we discuss them in the following sections.
Transient start of shear and stationary profile
As a first test for the new boundary conditions we will examine the accuracy with which the algorithm simulates the start-up of a shear in a single component fluid. We consider a system with one LEbc and the initial velocity is zero. This corresponds to a system in which there is a periodic stack of slabs of fluid of width L y each of which moves with a different velocity. The velocity of the nth slab is given by u x = n∆u. The system will then exhibit viscous friction and the profile will converge toward a linear shear-profile. The density and pressure in this system remain constant and the velocity only has an x-component and its value only changes in the y-direction. The Navier-Stokes equation for this system gives
i.e. a simple diffusion equation for the momentum. The solution for this equation for L y = ∞ is well know [12, §52] and given by
where
Obtaining the solution for finite L y is simply a linear superposition
which can be conveniently evaluated numerically. The agreement between the theoretical prediction and the measured velocity is very good as can be seen in Figure 1 . The error shown in the inset of Figure 1 is largest for the early time simulations but is always below 1% of the maximum velocity.
Shear in a two component model
The previous simulation was effectively a one-component simulation and it did not test the effectiveness of the interpolation scheme. Unfortunately, it is not easy to find two-component flows under shear for which analytical solutions are known. There is, however, a method to test the errors introduced by the LEbc for a two-component system very accurately. We can choose to have two equidistant LEbc with equal but opposite velocities so that the effective shearrate is zero. The resulting system is then equivalent to a system at rest. We will consider two periodic stripes of A-rich and B-rich material at rest and simulate it with two LEbc with opposite velocities.
In figure 2 we show the results of a simulation on a 40x60 lattice with a stripe that was 20 lattice spacings wide. There were two LEbc with velocities of 0.005 and -0.005. The figure shows a section of 20x20 after 20000 iterations (d x = 0) where the stripe interface overlaps the LE boundary. The full system, of course, comprises of two interfaces in the x-direction and two LEbc in the y-direction and there the same error-patterns appear by symmetry.
Without errors this system would show perfectly straight contour lines and velocities of 0.005 in the upper half of figure 2(a) and -0.005 in the lower half. Since the velocities are very nearly that, we have to examine the difference of the real velocity and the predicted velocity shown in figure 2(b) . We see that this error corresponds to a deviatoric velocity profile that flows into the interface at the LEbc. We attribute this error to the fact that we use the linear interpolation from eq.(27). The effect of this interpolation is to smear out the interface and make it wider than the equilibrium profile. There will then be a Marangoni flow that tries to relax the profile to its equilibrium shape which we assume is the major contribution to this velocity profile. A close examination of the interface reveals a slight widening around the LEbc. The maximum amplitude of the error in the velocity is 3%. In future work we plan to examine if we can reduce this error by using an interpolation method that will conserve not only the mass but also the derivatives and prevents the additional diffusion introduced by the LEbc. Nonetheless, the accuracy found above is comparable to other sources of error (e.g. anisotropy) present in lattice Boltzmann as currently used.
As a final benchmark of the performance of LEbc's, we have studied the shape of a drop in a uniform shear flow generated by a single LE plane. In order to check for artifacts induced by the presence of the boundary, we have compared a simulation where the drop does not cross the boundary, and a situation where the LE plane bisects the drop. In Fig.3 we show the comparison for two different capillary numbers Ca -defined as the ratio between viscous and interfacial forces, Ca = νRγ/σ, with R the radius of the drop and σ its surface tension. The interface is located in the simulation through an interpolation of the corresponding nearby nodes where the order parameter changes sign, which introduces a small source of error. The drop that is bisected by the boundary will have a larger averaged velocity. Since we are comparing the drop shapes at equal time, we have displaced the drop accordingly to make them overlay. In the figure one can clearly see that the intersection of the boundary does not affect the shape of the drop, within the numerical accuracy already mentioned in the previous paragraph.
Conclusions
In this paper we have described how to implement Lees-Edwards periodic boundary conditions for lattice-Boltzmann models. Lees Edwards boundary conditions are a useful for the simulation of bulk systems under shear without the complicating influence of walls. In this way, finite size effects are diminished, which has converted the uniform shear flow in an attractive steady configuration to analyze computationally. The implementation we have described follows the basic steps of the original paper [1] , and is compatible with the standard LB models, that assume an equilibrium distribution for the densities which is quadratic in the velocity. The numerical examples described show that the method is quantitatively accurate for single and even for two component systems.
We have also described how to avoid the limitations on the attainable shear rates that are imposed by the underlying lattice. By adding a number of shearing planes, steady states of large shear rates can then me reached (subject only to the intrinsic stability limitations of any lattice-Boltzmann schemes). Because of the errors introduced by the interpolation scheme, it is not advisable to introduce more LEbc's than necessary. One could think of a system where the whole lattice is subject to LEbc but this would now lead to a non-isotropic diffusion. We are planing to improve the interpolation scheme in order to reduce the artificial diffusion.
